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ABSTRACT
Tracking location indoors has gotten a lot of attention recently in the world of smartphones and
mobile devices. Google Maps has been offering location on indoor maps for years, using cellular
and Wi-Fi signals to multilaterate a location estimate. Apple just announced a new chip in their
upcoming iPhones for ultra-wideband (UWB) radio, used for more precise distance and location
measurements. And over two hundred technology vendors are offering a variety of indoor
location monitoring, based on many different technologies and used for a wide range of
applications. From all this attention, many would think that location tracking is a solved
problem. Robots, however, have several unique requirements and challenges beyond those of
mobile devices, and different technologies are needed in order to keep the robots location-aware.
And while we discuss robots, keep in mind that everything applies to autonomous vehicles,
drones and other devices in motion.
LOCATION TRACKING ROBOTS
CleanFix, maker of commercial cleaning machines and robots based in Switzerland, uses a
combination of “dead reckoning” motion sensing and radar-like laser measurements. Their
robots have an attached laser component that measures the distance between the robot and the
nearest walls or objects, over a 270 degree range of directions, soon to be 360 degrees on future
models. These laser measurements enable the robot to take a rough location estimate from dead
reckoning and refine it to be accurate within 2-3 millimeters.
Keenon Robotics, maker of robot waiters for restaurants and other highly specialized robots, uses
visual “tags” that are mounted on the ceiling. Each tag is 1-2 square centimeters in size and is
seen by upward-facing cameras on the robots. The robots can calculate their positions, based on
seeing the tags, to within 1cm. The visual tags have the advantage of being very easy to install
and configure, generally requiring 1-2 hours to put up the tags and a few hours for the robot to
self-learn how to move around the site based on the tags.
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Fig. 1. CleanFix Robot

Fig. 2. Keenon Robots

CHALLENGES
• Many robots track their locations, relative to a known starting point, by precisely measuring
the movement of all of their wheels. Basic geometry tells us that every full rotation of a
wheel moves that point on the robot forward by 2πr, or a distance of double π multiplied by
the radius of the wheel. Combining measurements of each wheel with details of where each
wheel is on the robot, based on the geometry of how the wheels turn around each other on
curves, can, in principle, allow precise tracking of a robot’s location as it moves around a
site. Robots on wheels can actually do this much more effectively than motion sensing on
smartphones, where error creeps in based on how the phone is being held and how the phone
user is walking or running around a site. But even with the accuracy of robot wheel sensors,
if the wheels slip, which is very likely for a floor-cleaner robot, or if the robot is bumped, as
can happen in real-world robot settings, then the robot’s location will change in a way that
the sensors cannot measure, and over time the robot’s measurement of its own location will
get worse and worse.
•

If you want your floor cleaning robot to clean the corners of hallways and the edges along
furniture, it will not be able to do a good job if its location estimate is two meters off from its
real location. If you want your restaurant’s robot waiter to move between the tables without
bumping them, a meter or so of inaccuracy will leave the robot frozen in place lacking a safe
route between tables. For these and many other robot tasks, location accuracy needs to be in
the millimeters or centimeters, not meters.

•

A robot that can move effectively around a warehouse, factory floor, store or restaurant,
when it has a map and knows where everything is, may not be able to do so when there are
people walking around the site at the same time or when objects at the site are moved from
one place to another. Knowing the robot’s location and the location of things around the site
is not enough, the robot needs to be able to sense its environment dynamically and react
accordingly. So classic approaches used in mobile applications, in which a smartphone user
navigates using a blue dot on an indoor map, will not be sufficient for a robot that needs to
know what else is on the map.

The challenge that these and other robot makers are facing is the tradeoff between
accuracy/performance and price. Laser-based radar components are expensive and add size and
complexity to a robot. For a high-end commercial robot like CleanFix this may be reasonable,
but makers of lower-priced robots are often interested in lower-price options. This is where
newer technologies from the mobile realm fit in. Accuware, based in the USA, are the makers of
visual technology that can learn autonomously to locate a robot or other device as it moves
around a site. Their SLAM (simultaneous localization and mapping) technology does this based
on a video stream from a standard front-facing camera. In essence, their system tracks the robot’s
or device’s location the same way that people do, by looking at the scene around them and
measuring their own movement compared to things they see. At the same time, their system
learns about the environment based on what they see, and can localize themselves more
accurately the next time they see the same scene.
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For robots and devices with a single camera, Accuware’s technology achieves centimeter level
accuracy. But when a robot has 2 cameras, similar to a human being’s 2 eyes, their technology is
more accurate and reliable, using stereoscopic sight to measure the distance to things that they
see and to more accurately measure robot rotation. Visual technologies such as Accuware’s
cannot yet achieve the millimeter-level accuracy that lasers can achieve, but they are much less
expensive, and can be more resilient to changes in the environment like people walking around,
that change the distances between the robot and its surroundings but can be visually
distinguished from walls and equipment. Most importantly, cameras are already installed on
many robots, either to enable human remote control or for accountability after-the-fact.
Connecting existing cameras wirelessly to a localization system is much easier and cheaper than
installing new components or infrastructure.
Other technologies used for robot localization include ultra-wideband (UWB) radio, recently in
the limelight because of Apple’s announcement. Several companies are using UWB for robot
localization, including iRobot, who according to FCC documentation is using UWB in their
Terra robotic lawn mower. UWB can achieve centimeter level accuracy, but requires either that
locator devices be installed around the site or that many multiple devices connect in a mesh
network. Because of the challenges in robot localization and the benefits and tradeoffs of the
different technologies, robots on the market increasingly use a variety of technologies, often
taking what is called a “belt and suspenders” approach of using multiple technologies that
complement each other. This is particularly important for robots at lower prices, where it may be
impractical to use high-priced laser components. As the markets for robots, autonomous vehicles
and drones continue to grow and spread into new uses, the need for robots to track their own
locations accurately and effectively will only go up.
DRONES
Nowadays the use of drones is rapidly growing, and the autonomous navigation capability
depends on knowing their position at any time. The precision and robustness of a local
positioning system for these devices is of particular importance in takeoff and landing
maneuvers, especially in GPS-denied environments. The main contribution of this work lies in
the development of a precise local positioning and tracking system for drones. For this purpose, a
ToF camera has been installed on the ceiling in order to make use of its depth maps. Taking as a
reference the disturbance caused by a quadrotor in one of these maps, a novel 2D matched filter
has been designed based on a Gaussian wavelet. This filter allows the system to quickly detect
all drones flying in the scene. Moreover, it is dynamically adapted to the image portion that they
occupy, taking into account the variation of this parameter with their flying altitude, which has
also been theoretically determined. The whole algorithm leads to a precise 3D drone positioning.
QUADCOPTER
Quadcopter GPS The 3DR Solo is equipped with a Pixhawk and uBlox GPS unit, so the GPS
data from each flight test can be converted to a Matlab file through the Mission Planner
ground station interface. The GPS data will be used as the truth data while training the neural
network. Also, in some of the flights, the accuracy of the GPS was affected by structures
surrounding the flight cage, and when the GPS data was too sporadic, the corresponding flights
were omitted so further processing did not occur. Figure 4 shows a typical GPS ground track of
the quadcopter executing a flight path in the UAV cage. At this point in the project, the main
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objective has been to extract the position of the moving quadcopter using the two video feeds.
In OpenCV, there are built in trackers that can accurately follow an indicated region by
analyzing the motion and appearance of the object being tracked. The tracking algorithm
acquires motion data by using previously tracked frames, the tracker predicts where object will
be in subsequent frames. In other words, the tracker is constantly using previous positon and
velocity to determine where the object will be in the future, because if the tracker did not use
prediction methods, it would lag behind the object and be less accurate. Since the tracker is not
smart enough to know exactly where the object will be in the next frames, it will use the motion
data to scan in areas around the Region of Interest (ROI), so in other words, the tracker will not
produce a smooth path but rather will produce a trail bouncing around the actual track of the
object.
Now, the tracking accuracy can be enhanced by using the appearance of the object, because
if the tracking algorithm knows both the motion and appearance of the object, the area
around the ROI to scan will greatly decrease, and as a result, the tracker becomes more accurate.
In the tracker used for this project, a square box is drawn over the ROI, so the tracker can
identify the object, and when the square, called the bounding box, is drawn over the object, the
tracker extracts the pixel values of the colors within the bounding box and determines the track
based off the motion and color of the object. From utilizing these tracking algorithms with RGB
video files, some of the pixel values in the bounding box can closely correlate to areas in the
background, and when this happens, the tracker can lose track of the object and start tracking the
similar color background. For instance, a quadcopter that shows up as a blob of white pixels is
lost when a white object, such as the concrete foundation of the post shows up at the same pixel
coordinates at the same time.
CONCLUSION
it is possible to track the location of the drone using only a single-view camera in the indoor
environment. Compared with the position tracking through various sensors method, even though
the 3D restoration process takes a relatively long computational time and cannot be projected in
real time, the experimental results guarantee that the accuracy is improved by position correction
and image processing.
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